LAKE OKEECHOBEE SYSTEM
OPERATING MANUAL (LOSOM)
PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE
August 9, 2021
Web Meeting
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Jacksonville District

STATEMENT OF INTENT
• The intent of this forum is to allow federal, state and local agencies, and tribal
governments to exchange views, information or advice relating to proposed Lake
Okeechobee, Central and South Florida (C&SF) system operations and the
potential impacts to the surrounding areas.
• This meeting is not a forum for official policy discussion or formulation.
• The PDT performs technical staff functions. Members are encouraged to
participate and share their technical skills and knowledge.
• Comments from the public will be accepted at a designated time that is separate
from the interagency discussions.
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PURPOSE AND AGENDA

LAKE OKEECHOBEE SYSTEM OPERATING MANUAL (LOSOM)

Meeting Purpose
Announcement of preferred alternative, optimization
goals, and to explain the process for Iteration 3

Agenda
•
•
•
•
•

Welcome and introductions
LOSOM formulation - where we are and what’s next
What we heard during the roadshow
Preferred alternative and optimization goals
PDT/public engagement during optimization and
operational guidance development
• PDT comment period
• Public comment period
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OVERVIEW
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PLAN FORMULATION PROCESS
1

DEVELOPMENT OF
CONCEPTUAL
PLANS

2

3

EVALUATING
CONCEPTUAL
PLANS

4
ITERATION 1
ANALYSIS

PUBLIC OPPORTUNITY

BALANCEDReview and5 compare initial
RECOMMENDED
ARRAY OF LAKE
array, provide a schedule
SCHEDULE
for analysis
SCHEDULES
(ITERATION 3)
(ITERATION 2)

ACTIVITIES
• Develop conceptual lake
schedules to maximize the
performance of individual
objectives

•Identify ranges of
performances and
relationships between
performance measures

• Simulate ~120k variations
of conceptual schedules
using a subset of sensitive
and representative criteria to
guide the analysis

•Evaluation to understand
how each plan operates to
achieve benefits

• Apply dam safety, WQBEL
test, and Pareto-sorting
(27K schedules remain)

•Recommend representative
plans that prioritize
performance for each sub
objective for Iteration 1

RSM-BN
MODELS USED IN ANALYSES:
RSM-BN = Regional Simulation Model – BASINS
RSM-GL = Regional Simulation Model – Glades LECSA

• Iteration 1 schedules
prioritize performance of a
single objective

• Lake schedules in this
iteration will be balanced for
project objectives

• Larger suite of performance
metrics used for more
detailed analysis of benefits,
and effects

• Recombine/modify
components of Iteration 1
alternatives and re-evaluate
27K schedules to create
balanced alternatives

• Information gathering step
to inform iteration 2
January 26 – May 7

• Optimize preferred lake
schedule alternative
• Modify to increase schedule
robustness and flexibility for
incremental implementation
• Identification of operational
criteria and guidance
August 9 – October 14

• Evaluate balanced
alternatives to ID preferred
lake schedule alternative
May 10 – August 6

RSM-BN

RSM-BN & RSM-GL
FEWER

RSM-BN & RSM-GL
SCHEDULES/MORE

LAKE OKEECHOBEE SYSTEM OPERATING MANUAL (LOSOM)

RSM-BN & RSM-GL

DETAILED

ANALYSIS

PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE ROADSHOW
INPUT WE HEARD
Objective 1:
Manage risk to public
health and safety, life
and property
1A: Dam safety
1B: Algal bloom risk in
Lake Okeechobee
1C: Algal bloom risk in
northern estuaries
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• Broad support for the progress and anticipated
benefits of the Herbert Hoover Dike Rehabilitation
• Communities are seeking certainty that the
construction phase of the Herbert Hoover Dike
Rehabilitation will result in fully realized benefits during
Lake Okeechobee operations
• Address algal bloom operations when there is an
active bloom on the lake
• Releases from Lake Okeechobee add nutrient loading
to the estuaries

POC: Tim Gysan

LAKE OKEECHOBEE SYSTEM OPERATING MANUAL (LOSOM)
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PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE ROADSHOW
INPUT WE HEARD
Objective 2:
Continue to meet
authorized purposes for
navigation, recreation,
and flood control
2A: Navigation
2B: Recreation
2C: Flood control
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• Ability to access the lake is impacted if lake stages get too low
– this negatively impacts community economies that rely on
navigational access to and from the lake
• The health of the lake is tied to the abundance of its fisheries impacts to recreation/fisheries/tourism are extremely important
to the communities around the lake
• Releases from the lake can impact the estuary economies by
reducing/limiting the opportunities for recreation due to poor
water quality
• Flood control should be a top priority
• Concern that flood protection for communities south of the Lake
will be reduced by sending too much water south
• Concern about climate variability

POC: Tim Gysan
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PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE ROADSHOW
INPUT WE HEARD
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Objective 3:
Improve water supply
performance

•

Water rights of the Seminole Tribe of Florida are separate and distinct from all
other users. Tribal identity and sovereignty are tied to their ancestral lands
and rights to water in Lake Okeechobee.

3A: Seminole Tribe of
Florida (STOF)

•

Long term sustainability of potable drinking water supply is dependent on the
lake and its operations

3B: Lake Okeechobee
Service Area (LOSA)

•

LOSA: Concern that removing Zone F could increase risk of water shortages and add
uncertainty

3C: Lower East Coast
Service Area (LECSA)

•

LECSA: Request to send water south to the water shortage line so that the Central Everglades
and Biscayne Aquifer can be replenished

•

Although have concerns about water quality in the lake, seeking to preserve access to water in
the lake as a drinking water source

POC: Tim Gysan

•

Long term sustainability and economic growth is tied to water supply certainty.

•

Lake operations can negatively affect the timing and severity of water
shortages.

•

The status of the Lake Okeechobee Minimum Flow and Level affects water
use permit certainty and future growth.
LAKE OKEECHOBEE SYSTEM OPERATING MANUAL (LOSOM)
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PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE ROADSHOW
INPUT WE HEARD
Objective 4:
Enhance ecology in Lake
Okeechobee, northern
estuaries and across the
south Florida ecosystem.
4A: Lake Okeechobee
4B: Caloosahatchee
Estuary
4C: St. Lucie Estuary
4D: South Florida
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• Lake stages in CC adversely effect lake ecology; the number and
frequency of events above 17 ft. is harmful
• A healthy lake benefits everyone
• Broad support to address the stressful and damaging flows to the
Caloosahatchee Estuary
• Stressful and damaging flows are impactful to the economies that rely
on water clarity - outweighing the benefit in the low and optimal zones
• C-44 Canal should be managed through S-80 at all times - avoid any
water to flow back into the lake due to concerns about nutrient loading
• Lake releases to the St. Lucie Estuary should be zero. CC is already a
compromise and any increases in volumes in optimization must be
avoided
• Maximize flows south as much as possible at all times

POC: Tim Gysan
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PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE ROADSHOW
INPUT WE HEARD
Broad consensus:

POC: Tim Gysan

•

Water rights of the Seminole Tribe of Florida are separate and distinct
from all other users. Tribal identity and sovereignty are tied to their
ancestral lands and rights to water in Lake Okeechobee.

•

Broad support for the progress and anticipated benefits of the Herbert
Hoover Dike Rehabilitation

•

Address algal bloom operations when there is an active bloom on the
lake

•

The health of the lake is tied to the abundance of its fisheries

•

Concern about climate variability

•

Broad support to address the stressful and damaging flows to the
Caloosahatchee Estuary

•

Outside of LOSOM, continued progress on Everglades restoration is
needed

•

Appreciation for a transparent and inclusive process in LOSOM
LAKE OKEECHOBEE SYSTEM OPERATING MANUAL (LOSOM)
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PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE LAKE SCHEDULE
Alternative CC is the foundation for the Preferred Alternative
• Alternative CC will be
modified in Iteration 3
based on what we’ve
heard and supported by
additional modeling and
development of
operational guidance
• The result of Iteration 3
will be the final
Preferred Alternative
LAKE OKEECHOBEE SYSTEM OPERATING MANUAL (LOSOM)
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ITERATION 3 - GOALS
Alternative CC is the foundation for the Preferred Alternative. Alternative CC will be modified
in Iteration 3 based on what we’ve heard and supported by additional modeling and
development of operational guidance. The following are the goals for Iteration 3:
• Recognize the Seminole Tribe of Florida as a separate and distinct water supply user
• Reduce stress to the Caloosahatchee River and Estuary
• Help Lake ecology by addressing the duration and number of events above 17 feet
• Stay as good or better than Alternative CC Water Supply for LOSA and LECSA
• Add flexibility in the lower portions of the schedule
• Send more water south
• Address algae
The result of Iteration 3 will be the final Preferred Alternative.
LAKE OKEECHOBEE SYSTEM OPERATING MANUAL (LOSOM)
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ITERATION 3 – MODEL OPTIMIZATION AND
OPERATIONAL GUIDANCE
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Modeling Optimization
• Technical team develops modeling strategy to implement optimization goals
(~August)
• Modeling team executes optimization runs (~August)
• Technical team evaluates and provides optimized plan to PDT (~September)
– Detailed discussion of optimization runs and evaluations provided to PDT
(~September)
Operational Guidance
• Engage the PDT to create an operational guidance group (~August)
– Smaller technical teams to provide strawman concepts/language for large
operational guidance group to review. Examples: algae, recovery, others as
needed

POC: Savannah Lacy
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LOSOM SCHEDULE OVERVIEW
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ITERATION 3 THROUGH THE RECORD OF DECISION
6

PREFERRED
ALTERNATIVE
OPTIMIZATION
(ITERATION 3)

7

OPERATIONAL
GUIDANCE
DEVELOPMENT
(ITERATION 3)
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DRAFT EIS AND
WCP
DEVELOPMENT
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PUBLIC OPPORTUNITY
Review and 10
compare initial
FINAL EIS
DRAFT EIS AND
array, provide a schedule
WCP REVIEWS for analysisAND ROD

ACTIVITIES
• Optimize preferred lake
schedule alternative with
very specific acceptable
tradeoffs identified
• Modify as needed to
increase schedule
robustness and flexibility for
incremental implementation
(forward and backward
checks)

• Identification of operational
criteria and guidance for
water managers
• PDT involvement to help
identify and develop the
concepts to improve
decision making and
flexibility of the plan
August 5 – October 14

• Draft NEPA documentation
of the effects of the
alternatives and how the
preferred alternative was
chosen
• Draft water control plan
documentation including
regulation schedule and
operational guidance

August 5 – October 14

• ESA consultation and
Biological Assessment

RSMBN & RSMGL & DMSTA

October 15 – February 11,
2022

RSMBN & RSMGL & DMSTA

• NEPA public, agency, and
tribal review and comment
on the Draft LOSOM EIS and
Water Control Plan

• Final EIS and SOM
completed to address review
comments

• Corps Agency Technical
Review (ATR) and
Independent External Peer
Review (IEPR)

• NEPA public, agency, and
tribal review of Final EIS and
SOM

• Draft FWS Biological Opinion
February 12 – April 24, 2022

MODELS USED IN ANALYSES:
SCHEDULE REFINEMENT AND
RSMBN = Regional Simulation Model – BASINS
RSMGL = Regional Simulation Model – Glades LECSA
DMSTA = Dynamic Model for Stormwater Treatment Areas LAKE OKEECHOBEE SYSTEM OPERATING MANUAL (LOSOM)

• Final FWS Biological Opinion

• Corps South Atlantic Division
review and approval of
Record of Decision
April 25 – November 26, 2022

DOCUMENTATION

PROCESS
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PDT COMMENT PERIOD
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PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD

